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I 
1. 	 ETHNOGRAPHIC MATERIAL; ETHNO-BOTANICAL 


NOTES 


In museums which are more or less well supplied with objects from 
the South American Indians, one can see in the material from tribes 
of the Llanos region, by the Negro river, the Orinoco, etc. examples 
of the snuffing tubes which are connected with the widespread 
custom of inhaling a powder with supposed narcotic effect. Thus 
we find in the Gothenburg Ethnographic Museum from northern 
South America forked snuffing tubes of bone from the Orinoco 
region (fig. I) and from the Guahibo also such a tube with a con
tainer of bone decorated with feathers (fig. 2, a-b). A 64·5 cl? 
long straight tube (fig. 3, a) is from the Waika of the Upper Maia 
river, a tributary of the Cauaburi river, which in its turn is a tribu
tary from the north to the R. Negro, that is the border section of 
Brazil and Venezuela. Together with the tube we received also a 
bamboo container (fig. 3, b). The collector of this material, Mr. 
Georg J. Seitz, of Rio de Janeiro, illustrates in his travel book (Seitz, 
1960) such long snuffing tubes on plate 37 and mentions them as 
coming from the Xamatari as well as from the Araraibo visited by 
him in the same region. Dr. O. Zerries, of Munich, who kindly has 
made possible the obtaining of this material, treats in an article in 
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1955 about the Lasha feast the same Indians under the better known 
name Waika, and states that young warriors at the big annual feast 
in February 1955 blow narcotic powder into each others nostrils 
with the long tubes. Zerries calls the powder yopo which among 
the Waika who have no intoxicating drinks, is the only known 
stimulant with narcotic effect. 

In his paper from 1960 (p. 488), Zerries gives a more detailed 
description of the snuffing of yopo powder among the Waika and 
he also publishes some photographs of the way in which these 
Indians blow the powder into each others nostrils. HBisweilen wird 
der Medizinmann von der Gewalt der Droge und sein en eigenen 
Vorstellungen iibermannt, und kommt mehr oder weniger von Sin
nen." The author speaks of "Besessenheit" and HBewusstlosigkeit" 
adding that presumably this effect is produced by (ldas Alkaloid 
einer mimosenahnlichen Pflanze (Piptadenia peregrina) , die sich 
unter den zahlreichen pflanzlichen Ingredienzen des Schnupfmittels 
befindet". This plant - in Waika hisioma - is connected with two 
spirits who in primeval times created the plant. Zerries mentions 
also another ingredient, masho-hara (or yauardi-hena, 'Waldgeist
Blatter'), as coming from a Piperacea, as well as Hein weiteres bota
nisch leider nicht identifizierbares Schnupfpulver" called bolek-hena 
Cleaves of the death-spirits'). 

Becher (I960) has given a monographic description of the culture 
of the two tribes called Sunira and Pakidai between the rivers 
Demini and Araca in NW Brazil. These tribes are by him referred 
to as Yanonami and he proposes the usage of this term for the 
groups of short-statured and light-complexioned Indians to whom 
also the Waika, Xiriana (Schiriana), etc. should be counted. From 
Becher's text and illustrations (p. 88-89, fig. 28, and photograph 
44) we can conclude that the snuffpowder and the tubes and con
tainers of bamboo used among these Indians are of the same type 
as the material described by Zerries and Seitz. Becher also gives 
the ingredients as roasted seeds of Piptadenia peregrina Benth., the 
ashes of a bark obtained from a Mimosa acacioides? (called heku
rdhihend) and finally a species of Piperacea (called maxarahd). 
The effect of the powder, which during the field work was taken 
by Becher personally, is described as foliows: »Schon nach wenigen 
Augenblicken gerat der Schnupfende dann in einen unvorstellbaren 
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Fig. I. Bifurcated tube-snuffer from the Orinoco region, 
length 2 0 cm. GEM 29. 27. 1. 

Rauschzustand, wobei er tobt, schreit, singt, tanzt u:1d hin und her 
springt. Da ich mich, nach meiner Aufnahme in den Stamrh der 
Sunira, dieses Genusses ebenfalls unterziehen musste, bin ich tn der 
Lage, die Wirkung genau zu beschreiben. 1ch mochte hier nur kurz 
andeuten, dass ich gleich danach rasende Kopfschmerzen bekam 
und einen starken Brechreiz verspiirte, genau wie Jiinglinge, wel
che zum ersten Mal mit dieser Droge Bekanntschaft machen. iDoch 
kurz darauf voIlzog sich in mir ein eigenartiger Vor-gang, deQn ich 
fiihlte mich als Riese unter Riesen. Alle in meiner Niihe b,efind
lichen Menschen, aber auch Hunde und Papageien, schienen plotz
lich Giganten 2U sein. Diese Wirkung, welche auf die im Pulver 
befindlichen Alkaloide zuriickzufiihren ist, hangt eng mit denl Vor
stellungen von den gigantischen Tier- und Pflanzengeistern zllsam
men » (op. cit., p. 89). 

The powder collected by Zerries is called by Turner and Merlis 
(1959, p. 123) "a third sample of snuff obtained from Prof." Otio 
Zerries, of Frankfurt, brought back by him from an expedition into 
the headwaters of the Amazon, where he had witne~;sed and photo
graphed the administration of this snuff". The powder and th~ feast 
which is celebrated when the fruits of the "pijiguao" pal1T).s are 
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ripe are mentioned also by Anduze (1959). In his book from I g60 
(p. 21g), the same author gives a more specific information. "Los 
cuatro narc6ticos ebena, que utilizan como rape, son de origen vege
tal." Of the four ebena, one, mishoara, is said to give a figh~ing 

spirit but another, hisioma, is considered to be the strongest. The 
bamboo tubes are known as ebenholamodima. The long tubes are 
called by the Waika moko-hiro, according to Seitz, while the con
tainer for the powder is said to be called uana-hana. In a letter of 
April Igth, Ig61, Mr. Seitz has been kind enough to give a rather 
thorough description of the powder, which is quoted here in the 
original: 

"Das Schllupfpulver, dessen Herstellung wir verschiedentlich 
sahen, besteht aus den folgenden Ingredienzen: I) Dem Bast der 
Rinde eines Baumes (Epena-Kesi genannt). Dieser Bast wird ge
trocknet, gerostet und dann zerpulvert. 2) Der ausseren Rinde von 
jungen Stammen eines Akaziengewachses (Ama-Asita genannt). 
Sie wird eingetrocknet und zu Asche (jupi-uschi genannt) ver
brannt. 3) Einer krautartigen, etwa 30 cm hohen Pflanze (Maschi
Hiri genannt), die getrocknet, zerpulvert und mit den beiden 
anderen Ingredienzen vermischt wird." 

We shall later in this paper return to this particular powder. In 
this · connection, however, it should be mentioned at once that Dr. 
O. Zerries who also received botanical material from Mr. Seitz on 
a special request has answered the following in a letter of Decem
ber 6, 196 r: "Die botanische Besprechung des Schnupfpulverpra
parates hat ergeben, dass es sich hochstwahrscheinlich urn eine 
Virola calophylla W ARB., eine Myristacaceae, handelt. Die Aus
kunft erfolgte von Herrn Prof. Dr. Eberhard Schmidt vom Institut 
flir Holzforschung der Universitat Munchen." 

Since Professor Schmidt has also presented other information of 
interest, we contacted him by letter and in an answer of the gth 
of January, Ig62, this specialist in the anatomy of tropical woods 
has confirmed the results regarding the specimen from Dr. Zerries 
("nur kleine Aste ohne Blatter von dem brasilianischen "Epena"). 
Furthermore Prof. Schmidt has been so kind as to contribute the 
information that according to Engler-Prantl (1959, p. I93) the bark 
of Virola calophylla Warb. and V. caiophylloides Markgr. is used 
by various tribes in the Amazon regions and Colombia as a narcotic 
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Fig. 2 . a, Y-shaped snuffer of bone, length 
19 cm, and b, Container of bone for paTica 
powder, length 23 cm. GEM 39. 61. 1-2, 
Guahibo Indians, Colombia. 

snuff, which is called by the Indians "Ya-ka, Ya-lo". In Warburg's 
extensive monography (1897) there is, however, no statement of 
such a use of either Virola calophylla Warb. ("Spruce") n. sp. 
(p. 231) from northwestern Brazil nor of the related Virola incolor 
Warb. ("Karst.") (p. 232) from Colombia. On the other hand 
Warburg has for example about Virola bicuhyba (Schott) Warb., 
a list of native terms, bicuhyba, bicuhiba, bicahyba, becuhyba, 
uctluba, tlctlaba, etc. (op. cit., p. I97: "Der Name kommt pach 
Vellozo von dem indianischen Abacuyb = kammen, wegen; der 
Benutzung des Fettes als Haaro\"), as well as on page 198 the 
following information about the use of the bark: 

"Die Rinde gilt als adstringierendes Heilmittel und wird innerlich 
und ausserlich angewandt. Eine Abkochung von zwei Unzen Rinde 
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auf eine Flasche wird bei Diarrhoe gegeben. Aus dem Rinden
extract wird eine Pflaster gegen Leistenbriiche bereitet. Innerlich 
wird das Decoct bei Gonorrhoe und Fluor albus verwandt, indem 
man es eintrocknet und mehrmals taglich eine Messerspitze davon 
mit einem aus den Blattern desselben Baumes bereiteten Thee trinkt. 
Die zu Pulver gestossene Wurzelrinde wird bei Neugeborenen gegen 
Wunden des Navels angewandt. (Peckolt.)" 

On page IIS Warburg writes that "Die Rinde der Myristicaceen 
enthalt in Schlauchzellen bei allen Arten, einen rothen, adstringie
renden Saft, eine Art Kino", and that "Die Nusser der meisten 
Arten sind i.ibrigens in Menge genossen, recht giftig". Many exam
ples of the different kinds of medicinal uses of the Myristicaceae 
among various native groups are also given, for which reason one 
can say, in summarizing, that it is quite possible that the bark of 
some species is used in a snuff powder. The explanation can simply 
be that the bark obviously contains specific oils (cf. Warburg, 
op.Gir., p. 32). 

In his work of 1938 A. C. Smith gives an account of the Ameri
can species of Myristicaceae. He points out (p. 396) that "the 
American species of Myristicaceae are strictly tropical, being found 
primarily at low elevations in an area circumscribed by southern 
Mexico and the lesser Antilles on the north and lowland Bolivia, 
Matto Grosso, and Santa Catharina on the south". Any usage for 
snuffing of these species is not mentioned but on the other hand 
a number of local terms are given (but those found in the Engler
Frantl list are not included). 

It may be that the snuff prepared from this bark can be con
nected with the botanically unidentified powder which is mentioned 
by Koch-Griinberg as found among the Yecuana under the name 
hakudufha (see further p. 33). 

The American specialist Richard Evans Schultes has already in his 
highly interesting article from 19S4, "A New Narcotic Snuff from 
the Northwest Amazon", observed this possibility as he writes: 
"What seems almost certainly to have been this unusual narcotic 
Vir9la-snuff was apparently first noticed and reported by the fa
mou~ " G-errpan ethnologist, Theodor Koch-Grunberg, who explored 
the northwest Amazon and adjacent areas in the upper Orinoco 
b(1sin in the early part of this century" (Schulres, 1954, p. 245). 
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Fig. 3. a-b. Snuffing tube (length 64.5 cm) and corre
sponding bamboo container for the powder to be inhaled 
(length 39.5 cm). Waika Indians. GEM 61. 22. 1-2. b 

The following quotations from Schultes' work are herewith made: 

"Recent investigations have uncovered the use amongst certain 
Indians of eastern Colombia and northwestern Brazil of several 
species of the myristicaceous genus Virola in the preparation of a 
violently toxic snuff which . is employed by the medicine-men in 
witchcraft, divination and the diagnosis of illness" (op. cit., p. 241). 

"To the present, the investigation has disclosed the use of the 
snuff in Colombia amongst the Puinaves of the Rio Inirida, the 
Kuripakos of the Rio Guainia, the Kubeos of the Rios Vaupes and 
Papuri, the Barasanas and Makunas of the Rio Piraparaml and the ' 
Taiwanos of the Rio Kanari. In Brazil, its use is known am'ongst 
the Tukanos of the Rio Uaupes, and there is some indirect evidence 
that the several tribes of the Rio Issana likewise employ it" (op. cit., 
p. 242). 

According to Schultes "the species of Virola employed in pre
paring the narcotic snuff have been verified as the following: 
1. Virola calophylla Warburg, and 2. Virola calophylloidea Mark
graf", and he adds that "the possibility that other species of Virola 
are used in this way must not be overlooked" (op. cit~~PQ4%/, 
243). The following information evidently gives the (~\to the two '/ <y 
Indian words yci-ka and yci-lo quoted before: "Th~tarcot~~~~ff (,~~ 

~~ ; \~' !$fA I ~~ ~ 
. ,) (l ri(~K) !:j
\:',",l 0- ~ ~ 

\ J'-" .~ ~r
/~ "iD . ~( ,........ ' 


0'4'/1;, DE: flLOSO, r...,~'< ' 
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prepared from species of Virola is called ya-kee in Puinave and 
ya-to in Kuripako; the Tukanos call it pa-ree-kd, which is a loan 
word from the Nheengatll or Lingoa Geral paricd, the term by 
which the snuff is known in the Rio Negro-Uaupes area of Brazil" 
(op.cit., p. 242). 

Schultes credits Dr. Adolpho Ducke, "profound student of the 
Amazon flora for more than half a century" for the attribution of 
the paricd "of the upper Rio Negro basin to the leaves of a species 
of Virola" (in a footnote to Ducke's "As leguminosas da Amazonia 
brasileira", 1939, p. 41) adding that "so far as I have been able to 
ascertain, this is the first and only reference in the literature to 
the use of Virola in the preparation of a narcotic snuff" (op. cit., 
p. 246). 

Dr. Schultes, who prefers the Ptiinave name ydkee for the Virola 
snuff "because of the confusion which has grown up around the 
widely used term paricd" (p. 247, footnote 2) describes the pre
paration of the snuff in detail (pages 248-250) and also a few 
observations which he was able to "make personally after taking 
yakee-snuff" (pages 250-251). His experiment "indicates the nar
cotic strength of the snuff" (p. 251). He believes that we are justi
fied "in assuming that, in the area of its distribution in the Comi
saria del Vaupes of eastern Colombia, as well as in the upper Rio 
Negro of Brazil, the preparation of ydkee is well standardized" 
(op. cit., p. 248) . The Colombian anthropologist Uscategui who 
follows Schultes summarizes in saying that the Tukanos who use 
tobacco, coca, parica and caapi as narcotic plants "likewise use a 
snuff prepared from the blood-red resin of certain species of the 
myristicaceous tree, Virola, especially V. calophylla and V. calo
phylloidea" . ... "It is prepared by boiling the resin for many hours 
and allowing it to sun-dry to a hard mass which is then pulverized. 
An alkaline admixture of ashes of bark from a species of wild cacao
tree (Theobroma subincallum) is added to the powder, and the 
resulting preparation is sifted to form the final snuff. Unfortunately, 
this has been widely confused in anthropological literature with an 
intoxicating snuff made from the leguminous seeds of Piptadenia 

peregrina, a narcotic used in Colombia by non-Tukanoan tribes 
inhabiting principally certain western tributaries of the Orinoco 
River" (Uscategui, 1959, p. 294-295; cf. Uscategui, 1961). 
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Fig. 4. Yahuna Indian with 

V-shaped snuff tube. 

Photo Th. Koch-Grunberg, 

Lower R. Apaporis, 

NW Brazil, expo I903-05. 


Schultes who in his work from 1954 also is treating the use of 
the snuff commonly called parica, "quite generally" attributed to the 
leguminous tree Piptadenia peregrina Cop. cit., p. 252) says that "in 
the twelve years which I have devoted to the study of the : flora 
of the northwest Amazon, I have never seen Piptadenia peregrina 

I 

either cultivated or wild in the area. I have never seen any ' snuff 
prepared from leguminous seeds in this area, nor have I heard of 
the practice which appears, in Colombia, to be confined to the 
Orinoco basin. The Puinaves, who live on the Inirida and Guaviare, 
where Amazon and Orinoco tribes meet, are acquainted with both 
the myristicaceous and the leguminous snuff and are quick t~ dis
tinguish between the two" Cop. cit., p. 257). On page 258, he 
stresses that "the parica of the Rio Negro-Uaupes basin is prepared 
from the bark of certain species of the myristicaceotls genus Virola 
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and not from the seeds of the leguminous genus Piptadenia; and 
(2) that Piptadenia-snuff or yopo is (at least, at the present time) 
probably unknown and most certainly not employed in this area". 
As a result of his discussion, Dr. Schultes observes that "the iden
tification of the botanical sources of South American narcotics snuffs 
in general and of those called parica in particular is in a state of 
extreme confusion" (op. cit., p. 258). 

Salathe (1931, p. 305) has given a description from the Karime, 
who are culturally related to the Waika and who live near them 
along the upper reaches of the Caterimany river as to how a Pau
shiana chief was inaugurated into the office of "d'homme-medecine" 
by two outstanding Karime. These two first blow through a 30 cm 
long tube powder into the nostrils of the Paushiana man (he is called 
Quirino) "et ils repeterent l'operation douze fois jusqu'a ce que 
Quirino tombflt sans connaissance par terre". After that the two 
Karime blow powder into each others nostrils but not more than 
three times. The effect of the powder on the Paushiana man is 
described as follows: "Tout de suite apres, la poudre ingurgitee par 
Quirino commen~a a produire ses effets. Il se mit a trembler de 
tout son corps et puis a se frapper violemment en poussant des cris" 
(Salathe, 1931, p. 305-306). The author adds that the powder 
seems to have a strong effect on the nerves and he believes it is 
a question of Banisteria Caapi, but he failed to get botanical mate
rial and is not sure. The Karime word is given as kokoime. So far 
as one can see it may, however, be a question of the same sort of 
powder which is described by Zerries and Seitz. The Indian word 
given by Salathe (p. 306) is rather questionable. In the wordlist 
(p. 315) he gives with diacritic signs kok6ime? as meaning 'mala
die, fievre' and kok6ima? as meaning 'esprit, une sorte de plante'. 

Long snuffing tubes of the type mentioned above are according 
to Caspar (1952) also used among the Tupari in the Branco river 
region in W Brazil. He illustrates (photo facing p. 192) a seance 
in which at the beginning of a conjuration two sorcerers were 
blowing an etching intoxicating powder into each others noses, and 
describes on page 101 a ceremony in which he actively took part: 

"Schon lange vor Sonnenaufgang hockte Curumi draussen auf dem 
Platz. In einer irdenen Schale rostete und zerrieb er eine Handvoll 
brauner Samen, die wie iibergrosse Linsen aussahen. Unter das feine 
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Fig. 5. X-formed snuffer among the "Uitotos", region of R. Yapura. 
After 1. Crevaux. 

Pulver mischte er weissliche Asche. Dann legte er auf den (lrei
eckigen Bratrost ein Haufchen Tabakblatter, liess sie liber der Glut 
ausdi::irren und zerrieb sie ebenfalls zu Staub." I 

The tubes and the special containers (cf. the Waika) are de
scribed in the following way (op . cir., p. 10r): 

"Da waren zwei lange, fingerdichte Bambusri::ihren rnit schV-,rar
zen, durchlacherten Spitzen. Zwei dickere Ri::ihren, davon eine rnit 
plump eingekratzten Verzierungen, enthielten die beiden Zauber
pulver, die Curumi gemahlen hatte." 

Further on there is a description of how an Indian tried tQ ex
plain the usage of the objects with the expression "eat tobacco", 
"pointing at his nose". Caspar on page 102 calls the drug tob,acco 
powder and describes how a pinch of snuff from one of the t'hbes 
was blown into one of his nostrils with a strong exhaling. He 
breathed deeply as the Indian Wait6 told him to do: 

"Dann aber . verging mir Hi::iren und Sehen. Das Pulver schien 
Nase und Rachen zu verbrennen. Ich musste husten, ~R~Um.d, 
krampfh~ft ~iesen. Der Zaubertisch, der Hauptling, ~~5:'*fttte,al~e'it <, 
drehte sIch. ... ~ (~. " - 0:; \ 1'!. 

~ rh' . ,,~t ~ 'S:1 5 - -.'= \ ';- .- 'P ':~ '.r~ c:. ~ 
~~\:~ ( - ~ . ~r. tJ .{ 
'':;r. Ci;.)' '~l-,j> ..\-. '.. ;;

\ /. Al/) _ ,...f';:.."<" .,.:$.1 
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The Indians now gave him a second dose: 

"Diesmal wurde mir beinahe schwarz vor Augen, und ich sah die 
Umgebung nur noch wie durch einen Nebel. Aus me in er Nase floss 
brauner Schleim, und was ich mit krampfhaften Husten ausspuckte, 
hatte dieselbe teuflische Farbe. Die Augen brannten mir von dem 
atzenden Pulver, und in meinem Magen rumorte es, als soUte ich 
erbrechen. " 

Caspar then describes how the Indians themselves started to in
hale the powder in earnest. They too clearly suffered pain during 
the first inhaling. There were specially four sorcerers who received 
more and stronger doses than the others took: 

"Schliesslich wurden Wait6 und Kuay6 etwa vierzig Prisen ver
abfolgt. Die beiden pusteten und niesten, stohnten und erbrachen 
sich. Das Narkotikum begann zu wirken. Die vier Zauberer dreh
ten sich auf ihren Schemeln der Turoffnung zu und vollfuhrten eine 
Reihe von Beschworungen. Mit der rechten Hand winkten sie zur 
Tur hinaus, bliesen und fauchten, holten unsichtbare Dinge aus der 
Luft zu sich heran und warfen sie wieder weg. Dann wieder sties
sen sie merkwurdige Laute hervor : es horte sich an als erstickten 
sie. Und dabei versuchten sie mit der Hand ein geheimnisvolles 
Wesen zu erhaschen, das mir allerdings unsichtbar blieb. Endlich 
sanken sie mude auf ihren Hockern zusammen und murmelten 
unverstandliche Worte" (op . cit., p. 103). 

This description which is quoted so in detail gives a picture of 
the symptoms, and continues by recounting how another round of 
snuff followed immediately upon the first. Also this time the sor
cerers were taking stronger doses than the other Indians. Not before 
the afternoon had they filled the snuffing tubes for the last time, 
but the next morning such powder was again mixed and pounded , 
by Curumi: 

"Die Sitzung begann wie tags zuvor. Nach der zweiten Schnupf
runde aber erhob sich Wait6, wandte sich gegen die Tur, streckte 
die rechte Hand aus und sang mit Jeiser Stimme ein kleines Lied. 
Es schien, als wolle er damit etwas Dberirdisches zum Mahle rufen." 
... "Aber Wait6 war offenbar noch nicht genugend narkotisiert, 
urn die Zauberhandlung zu einem guten Ende zu bringen. Nochmals 
liess er sich ein paar Dutzend Prisen in die Nase blasen und fuhr 
dann halb bewusstlos mit seinem Gemurmel und den B'eschworungen 
fort. Mit unendlicher Muhe schien er an einem Wesen zu ziehen, 
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Fig. 6. Archaeological clay 
snuffers from Costa Rica. 
a, GEM 58.42. I, 8.5 cm, 
b, GEM 58.44. I, I I cm 
(Gmlpiles) , 
c, GEM 58.50. I, 8.5 cm. 
Linea Vieja. 

das trotz aller Anstrengung nicht aus dem Boden herauskomrnen 
wollte. Aber dann gelang es ihm doch, und er warE jedem Teil
nehmer etwas Unsichtbares zu, das diese mit grosser Behendigkeit 
aufzufangen schienen. Alle wirbelten mit den Handen in der Luft 
herum, schaufelten und ruderten und fuhren mit der Rechten ,7.um 
Nacken" (op. cit ., p. I04). . 

In his thesis from I953 dealing with the culture area and tribes 
of the Guapore and Machado hinterland (W Brazil:!, Caspar, has 
given a detailed account of the preparation of parica (angico) snuff 
among the tupari who consider this as a task for young, still un
initiated medicine men to be: 

"Gewohnlich werden am Morgen vor einer Schnupfsitzung die 
Piptadenia-Samen (Parica, Angico) in einer irdenen Schale gerostet 
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und dann zerkleinert, und zwar in einem holzernen Morser zer
stampft und dann in einer irdenen Schale mit einem harten Stuck 
Holz als Stossel zerrieben. Ferner werden Tabakblatter, welche die 
Indianer getrocknet und geblindelt aufbewahren, liber dem Feuer 
gedorrt und in der irdenen Schale ganz fein zerrieben. Eine dritte 
Ingredienz ist die Asche einer Baumrinde. Sie wird mit dem Parica 
etwa zu gleichen Teilen vermischt; dem Tabakpulver wird nur wenig 
davon zugefligt. Auch wird eine Prise Tabakpulver unter das Parica 
vermischt und umgekehrt. Doch bleiben im ubrigen die beiden Pul
ver getrennt und werden in zwei verschiedene Bambusrohre gefullt. 
Das van Snethlage bel'iehtete Vel'misehen del' beiden Pulvel', T abak 
und Paried, zu einem einzigen habe ieh nieht beabaehtet. Sie wer
den bei den sehamanistisehen Riten abweehslungsweise gesehnupft, 
wobei abel' mit dem Tabak begonnen wird" (Caspar, I953, p. 154
155; italics by S. H. W-n). 

The work by Snethlage referred to by Caspar is Atiko y (Sneth
lage, I937) in which the late German author in his chapter "Ein 
zeremonielles Volk" (p. 10 I -II 3) gives some information on the 
preparation and taking of a narcotic powder among the Amniapa 
and on page 103 presents an unfortunately unclear illustration of a 
snuffing tube used by these Indians and the Guaratagaje. Sneth
lage himself was snuffing a mixture prepared by the Amniapa (in 
the village of a chief by name Tapuawa). This mixture consisted 
according to Snethlage's description (p. 109) of "Angico Samen", 
'Tabakplllwer" and "Asche einer Rinde", and after eight pinches he 
got "heftige Kopfschmerzen" and "Uebelkeit" and he had to lay 
down for a while. The Anmiapa chief seen in a photograph by 
Snethlage (facing p. I 13) when preparing a snuffing ceremony used 
the paraphernalia which are common in the Guapore region for 
these occasions. "Auf eine der kurzen Matten wird Schnupfrohr, 
Teller, Bambusblichse und Feger geordnet, und dann setzt sich 
Tapuawa wlirdig auf seinen SchemeI" (op. cit., p. 109). 

Once Caspar has an opportunity to observe the same way of 
roasting the pal'ied as it has been described by Snethlage from the 
Aminiapa and the Tupari. Caspar is stating this in I953 (p. 155) 
adding: "Dabei wurden also nicht die losen Samen gerostet, sondern 
diese im rohen Zustand gestampft und dann zu einem Fladen ge
formt. Dieser Fladen wurde zwischen Bambussplitter eingeklemmt 
und uber der Glut gerostet. Dann stampfte der junge Schamanen
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cl 
Fig. 7. Archaeological snuff inhaling tubes from Chiu-Chiu, Province of Anto
fagasta, Chile. a-c, of bone (GEM 42. 4. I93, length 19 cm; 194, length 17 cm; 
I92, length 10 cm), d, of wood with sculpture, GEM 42. 4- 191, length 15 cm. 

I 

Aspirant den hart gewordenen Fladen im kleinen, vertikalen Holz
morser und zerrieb das Pulver in der irdenen Schale." 

The V-shaped snuffing tubes have already been mentioned above 
as well as the very long straight ones. An example of how the 
V-shaped ones are held during the snuffing we have for example 
in Koch-Grunberg (IgOg, fig. 203, p. 324) which shows a snuffing 
Tuyuka at the Tiquie river. In the Gothenburg Ethnographic Mu
seum there is a photograph by Koch-Grunberg taken during the 
same expedition (1903-I905) showing a Yahuna Indian with isnuf
fing tube for parica from the lower Apaporis river, NW Brazil 
(fig. 4). Koch-Grunberg gives the following description of his 
observations of the snuffing of parica: 

"Vereinzelt sa ich hier (at the R. Tiquie) und spater bej den 
Bara ein anderes Reizmitte1 im Gebrauch, das off(~nbar von den 
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Stammen des Yapunigebietes herrlihrt, da es bei diesen sehr be
liebt ist und sich am ganzen librigen Caiary-Uaupes nicht findet. 
Es ist ein graues, scharfes Schnupfpulver von stark narkotischer 
Wirkung, das in der Lingoa geral unter dem Namen paricd be
kannt ist und aus den getrockneten Samen einer Mimose hergestellt 
wird. Es wird in kleinen kugeligen Kalabassen aufbewahrt oder in 
Schneckenschalen, der Cffnung gewohnlich mit einem eingepichten 
Spiegelglas verschlossen ist, und die, ebenso wie die Kalabassen, 
einen mit Pech aufgesetzten Vogelknochen als TUlle tragen . AIs 
Stopsel dient ein zusammengerolltes Blatt oder Baststreifchen oder 
ein Pflockchen aus leichtem Holz, das bisweilen mit den schwar
zen, gekrauselten Federn vom Kamm des grossen Mutu verziert ist. 
Geschnupft wird vermittels eines gabelformigen Gedites aus zwei 
kommunizierenden Vogelknochen. Sie sind aneinandergepicht und 
tragen nicht selten liber der Verbindungsstelle in das Pe ch einge
lassen ein Stlickchen Spiegelglas. Beim Gebrauch schiittet man 
etwas von dem Pulver aus der Dose auf die flache Hand und schopft 
es mit der Knochengabel auf. Dann steckt man das eine Ende der 
Gabel in ein Nasenloch, das and ere in den Mund und teilt durch 
kurzes Blasen das feine Pulver den innersten Schleimhauten der 
Nase mit" (Koch-Grlinberg, 1909, p. 323-324). 

The above description is found in excerpts translated into Spanish 
in Serrano (1934, p. 426), who also quotes the description in Uhle 
(1915, p. IIg) of mutual help in the blowing of the powder into 
the nostrils, and in addition he says: "... y nada se podia comparar 
a la furia con que los indios recibian el polvo por las ventanillas. 
AIgunas veces quedaban muertos en el mismo lugar, ya como efecto 
de la sobreexcitaci6n, ya ahogados por e1 polvo finisimo soplado 
hasta el cerebro." We might add that this description is taken from 
Martius' account of the procedure among the Mura, who also took 
parica rectally ("wenn sie sich matt fiihlen"; cf. Martius, 1867, 
p. 441, after Monteiro: Roteiro da viagem, I820). The description 
has been quoted completely by Hartwich (1911, p. 242) and the 
direct symptoms are as follows: "Eine plotzliche Exaltation, ursinni
ges Reden, Schreien, Singen, wildes Springen und Tanzen ist die 
Folge der Operation, nach der sie, zugleich von Getdinken und 
jeder Art von Ausschweifungen betaubt, in eine viehische Trunken
heit veifallen," 

In Hartwich's time nothing was known about the active ingre
dients in Piptadellia and he comments on Martius' description as 
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Fig. 8. Two wooden tablets for snuff taking. Archaeologic col!ection from Chiu
Chiu, Prov. Antofagasta, Chile. a, GEM 42. 4. 195, length IS cm; b, GEM 42. 4. 
196, length 17 cm. 

follows: "Wie man sieht, ist die Wirkung eine sehr heftige, wobei 
freilich noch zu ermitteln ware, wieviel davon auf die anderen ge
nannten Ursachen und auch wohl auf Autosuggestion zu setzen ist." 

In this connection mention might also be made of the wellknown 
illustration (fig . 5) given by Crevaux (1883, p. 376) showing two 
Uitoto Indians blowing snuff in a crosswise fashion. Crevaux who 
on page 371 mentions the using of "une poudre aromatique dont je 
connais pas la composition" describes the V-shaped tubes but adds: 
"telle est la maniere d'operer de l'egoiste; les gens wciables ont un 
autre appareil: ce sont deux os disposes en X. Les amis s' approchent 
et soufflent a l'unisson, ils s'envoient reciproquement la prise." 

In 1961 one as to the ceremonial details very comprehensive study 
of the snuffing of mari among the Carib-speaking Kauchuyana In
dians on the Trombetas river, Brasil, has been published by :Frikel 
(Museu Goeldi, Belem, Para). According to this aut~0~\,\~L'6&:Vp 
mar! has a double significance in the Ingari.ine-Kachin~~a languagb'

<" , 1(/ 1, ... . / 

"Primeiramente e 0 rape indigena, 0 parica e, por e~tens.aQ/'l?vape \;~ 
~ f·· :.\ r ' 
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feito de tabaco; em segundo lugar, e a festa do rape. 0 termo mori, 
neste sentido, estende-se sabre todas as ceremonias, direta ou indi
retamente ligidas ao ritual desta festa" (Frikel, 1961, p. I). 

The mori feast or ceremony is purely religious in character. It 
has prophylactic and therapeutic effects, but "mas 0 mori nao e 
uma cura qualquer. Nao se limita, simplesmente, ao combate do 
efeito do mal, isto e, a doen<;:a, e, si m, procura as causas e os causa
dores que sao as mas influencias irradiadas pelas fon;:as dos espiritos, 
especialmente, dos espiritos-animais, os chamados wor6kiema. 0 
mori possue, portanto, um fundo essencialmente religioso que religa 
as cousas deste mundo corn as do alem-mundo, os efeitos materiais 
com as suas causas esotericas" (op. cit., p. 2). 

As a cure the mori considers both the wor6kienui spirits and the 
man, and these effects are reached by taking mori, a rape or snuff 
said to be parica or tobacco (op. cit., pages 2-3). The women never 
take part, this according to Frikel very old custom among the 
Kachuyana is something exclusively for the men. 

The paraphernalia used by the Indians for the mori ceremony 
have also been carefully described by Frikel (see photo, op. cit., 
p. 8). As to the snuff it can be produced in three ways or - trans
lating from the original -: 

I) "Mori made simply of tobacco. They believe it to be better 
on account of being weaker. The green tobacco leaves are first dried 
in the sun or by the side of a fire over hot stones. Following they 
are cut in small bits and afterwards beaten as to produce a fine 
powder. The instrument used is the already mentioned kardwe, 
the hard shell of the ourir;o fruit. As a pounder the handle of the 
kUrLim-fwktrnt is used. 

2) The second procedure consists of blending the dry and pow
dered bark of a tree and a quantity of paricd with other substances 
taken from kernels or seeds of a variety of wild fruits. The prepara
tion in the kardwe is the same. This blend is very strong and has 
narcotic properties producing hallucinations, probably on account of 
the great quantities taken. 

3) The third way is a blend of the two first procedures perhaps 
with the purpose of weakening the effect produced by the second 
procedure . The act of preparing mori takes place at the edge of the 
forest out of the village or in the tot6-kwimune, the men's house, 
as long as the women do not come in or close to it during this occa
sion. During the time taken for the preparation of mori the medi
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cine man has the obligation to sing invocations an~ other sacred 
songs, thus in a low voice conjuring the war6kiemd-.~pirits" (Frikel, 
1961, p. IQ). 

According to his own explanation (p. 10), Frikel never had an 
opportunity to identify the botanic material used in the preparation 
of the mari snuff. This is to be regretted very much. 

2. 	 A RCHAEOLOGICAL MATERIAL; CONT. OF ETHNO
BOTANICAL NOTES 

If we now proceed to the archaeological material we find in parts 
of Central and South America, widely separated from each other, 
archaeological specimens which have been connected with some 
form of narcotic snuff. 

During field work in 1958 in the Old Line section of Costa Rica, 
that is in the rich and widely varying find region between Guapiles 
and Puerto Limon near the railroad between these places (Costa 
Rica 's first railroad, thus called "Linea vieja"), the senior writer 
received from a farmer the archaeological double-tubed clay s_lUffer 
which is shown in fig. 6, a, a find which could be complemented 
by the purchase of a single-tubed specimen from the same region 
(fig. 6, b, cf. Wassen, 196o, fig. 3). Still another single-tubed speci
men from the Guetar-culture was obtained through purchase (fig. 
6, c) . Objects of this kind are mentioned by Stone (1958, p. 16) 
from the Reventazon area as "small clay snuffers with one or two 
tubes for nasal snuffing", "probably used for cojoba CPiptadeni(l Sp.) 
or 	tobacco" (cf. Stone, ap. cit., fig. 19 a, b). On page 25 in the 
same work the author mentions "snuffing and the playing of flutes 
by 	medicine men" as "southern traits" in Costa Rica's cultures. 

In 	 going through a number of botanical works on Central 
America's flora it has at first not been possible to find any evi
dence that Piptadenia peregrina actually grows there. Standley 
(1937, p. 505) also writes: "The genus Piptadenia probably is 
represented in Costa Rica, but I have seen neither specimens nor 
records for the region." Safford (1916, p. 560-561) found that "its 
distribution may be roughly indicated as follows: Haiti or Hispa
niola, Porto Rico; Venezuela; Northeastern Peru, on the Matanon; 
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Southern Peru; Argentina; Guiana and Brazil (many parts) ". How
ever there is botanical information that Piptadenia peregrina has 
also been found in Costa Rica (specimen.in the Botanical Natural 
History Museum, Stockholm, according to Prof. Erik Asplund) and 
in J. Barner, "Die Nutzholzer der Welt", vo!. 2, p. 80-81, "tropi
sches Sud- und Mittelamerika" are given as the locality for this 
plant. In "A World Geography of Forest Resources" by St. Haden
Guest, J. K. Wright and E. M. Tecclaff (New York, 1956, p. 195) 
we find the statement that bark of Piptadenia peregrina is used 
as a tanning agent in Central America (information by Prof. E. 
Schmidt). To wholly exclude the idea that the Indians of Costa 
Rica can have used Piptadenia snuff is thus not justified. Professor 
Erik Asplund of Stockholm has also stated that a related species is 
represented in Guatemala by Piptadenia constricta and P. flava. In 
a letter of Jan. 26th, I g62, Dr. Doris Stone makes the following 
statement: "The botanical opinion seems to be that Piptadenia pere
grina has never been reported in Central America. What has been 
reported is Piptadenia constricta (Micheli and Rose) Mac Bride; 
Piptadenia flava (Spreng) Benth. also known in Pacific Central 
America. For this reason I have cited only Piptaderiia sp. and not 
the exact species." 

In an archaeological collection from Chiu-Chiu, Province of Anta
fogasta, Chile, we have in the Gothenburg Ethnographic Museum 
the specimens illustrated in figures 7-8 of snuff inhaling tubes of 
wood and bone and bowls of wood for snuff taking, which have 
been treated by Ryden in his work on the archaeology of the R. Loa 
region (Ryden, 1944, p. 187-191, figs. 113, 114, and I IS A-D) 
which seem to be connected with the custom of snuffing a material 
which in the Atacama region can be directly connected with cebil, 
that is Piptadenia. Ryden refers to Uhle's statement that "in archae
ological exploration, tubes and bowls were frequently found in 
association, and he (Uhle) therefore believes that they were used 
together" (Ryden, 1944, p. 188). Ryden furthermore summarizes 
some of the information from the older literature on "tribes ad
joining the Atacama region" in their use of a snuff made of Pipta
denia cebil, Griseb., "i. e. a snuff prepared from a relative of Pipta
denia peregrina Benth, from which certain tribes in the Amazonas 
region prepare parica for snuffing" (op. dt., p. 190-191). 

http:specimen.in
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An account of unusual kinds of tablets for pariea Ilowder as well 
as a technical description of their preparation, specially according 
to Rodrigues Ferreira, is given in Serrano, I94I. Perhiaps even some 
other tubes which are found in Peru (often catalogued as "whistles") 
can be considered as objects which have been connected with the 
taking in some way of a drug. The objects found in the Gothenburg 
Ethnographic Museum, 32. 2. 125 b, and I29 b, definitely not "whis
tles", are composed of clay and bone tubes which are put together. 
They are covered with black wax at one end, but I~ven so an in
halation of powder kept in them is by no means impossible. In any 
case, the use of Piptadenia eolubrina Benth, under the; name of vii/ca 
(huillea) is mentioned by Polo de Ondegardo in his Los err ores y 

superstieiones de los Indios (Lima, I 585). Yacovleff and Herrera 
(I935, p. 42-43) quote from his chapter VIII: "los hechiceros ... 
(para emborracharse) ... usan de una yerba lIamada villea, echando 
el zumo della en la chicha, 0 tomandola por otra Vi:l". In addition 
they write that the seeds of huillea or villea (P. eolubrina) "se expen
den en los mercados de plantas medicinales en calidad de purgante. 
Polo les atribuye propiedades narcoticas que eran aprovechadas por 
los adivinos (tambien Cobo)." Pachter, Zacharias and Ribeiro (I959, 
p. 1286) have stated that "the seeds of P. eolubrina constitute an 
exceptionally rich source" of bufotenine, "the major alkaloid '. of a 
number of (Piptadenia) species". 

Bird (I948, p. 27; information kindly supplied 0y S. Ryden) 
enumerates "rectangular bone snuff tablets and bird bone snuff 
tubes" among the material found near the Huaca Prieta at the mouth 
of the Chicama Valley. They were found "with the oldest sherds" 
together with "jet mirror fragments; bird bone, shell, and stone 
beads; weaving implements; pottery roller and plain siamps; figurine 
fragments" (op. cit., p. 27). This occurrence of snuff tablets and' bird 
bone snuff tubes in such an old culture sequence which "carries 
through into the Cupisnique level" (op . cit., p. 26) and thus can be 
dated as far back as about IOOO years B. C. (cf. fig. I9, Chrono
logical chart in Bennett and Bird, I960) is of course very interesting 
especially when comparing with such finds as, e. g., bark cloth 
(sources of the material as yet unknown) in the Huaca Prieta mate
rial (see Bird, I948, p. 25). 
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3. T E R !vI I N 0 LOG Y 

There are certain problems connected with the custom of snuffing 
Piptaclenia powder and not least among them are the problems of 
terminology. A term such as parica has already been used. Friede
rici (J947, p. 482) lists this word for "Piptadenia peregrina Benth. 
(Mimosa acacioides Bth.)" as "Tabaks-Akazie, Rausch-Pflanze, 
Paridl-Rauschgift; Arbol cohoba; Niopo tree, niopo powder with 
highly stimulating effect" and defines it as belonging to Tup! and 
Lingua gera/. From the older descriptions he quotes Joao Daniel's 
Thesouro Descoberto no Maximo Rio Amazonas and gives this ex
cerpt from what the Brazilian author says about "casa do Pariccf": 
"in jedem Dorf neben den Wohnhi.itten ein Gemeinschaftshaus, die 
casa do parica: sie dient ihren Ratsversammlungen, Festen, Trink
gelagen, Tanzen, i.iberhaupt all offentlichen Handlungen, urn 1745". 
In addition he quotes e. g. Monteiro Baena's "0 Parica e urn tabaco, 
a que recluzem a fructa chamada Curup3, da arvore Parica torrada 
e transmutada em po delgadissimo"; Casa do Parica, 1843", and from 
the later part of the nineteenth century the naturalist Henry Waiter 
Bates' "The Naturalist on the River Amazon" (London, 1864), 
"paric3, a highly stimulating powder, made from the seeds of a 
species of Inga". This edition has not been to our disposal but in 
the German edition from 1924 (p. 137) the use of the powder is 
taken from the Mura Indians and the description goes as follows: 

"Eine merkwi.irdige Sitte der Muras mag hier noch erwahnt wer
den ... ; namlich die mit besonderen Zeremonien verbundene Ge
wohnheit, Tabak zu schnupfen. Der Schnupftabak wird Parica 
genannt und ist ein sehr kitzelndes Pulver, welches aus dem Samen 
einer Spezies Inga, die zu der Ordnung der H i.ilsengewachse gehort, 
bereitet wird. Die Samenkorner werden in der Sonne getrocknet, 
in holzernen Morsern gestossen und in Rohren von Bambus auf
bewahrt." 

A Brazilian term for Piptadenia peregrina in local usage is angico, 
for example in the title "0 Angico do Cerrado (Piptadenia pere
grina Benth.)" by Ed. N. de Andrade (5. Paulo, 1938). In his "Lista 
alphabetica das madeiras paraenses", Huber (J9IO, p. 204) has the 
word angico for Cassia fastuosa Willd. (Leg. Caesalp.) but he lists 
paricd both for this Cassia fastuosa and Piptadenia peregrina Benth. 
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(op. cit., p. 213). Caspar (1953, p. I63) says: "Dass (~ie im Branco
Gebiet von den Gummisammlern als "Angico" bezeicbneten Samen 
mit Parica (Piptadenia) zu identifizieren sind, durf1!e wohl ange
nommen werden, da ihnen die Rinde des "Angico"-Baumes als 
Heilmittel bekannt ist." 

Friederici under the heading parzca gives the terms cohoba, 
curupa, huillca, nopa and sebil. We shall examine these words 
briefly. 

Cohoba (Friederici, 1947, p. I98) with the forms coh6bba, 
cahoba, cojoba-cogioba, cojioba, cohiba, coiba: "Nicotiana Tabacum 
L. oder andere Nicotianae; und Piptadenia peregrina Benth., Ta
baks-Akazie; Niopo-Tree". Friederici places the word in the Island 
Arowak, specially Haiti. 

As is well known the botanist W. E. Safford (19I7 a, p. 387~ and 
1917 b, p. 27) considered that "a narcotic snuff called cohoba, de
scribed by Ramon Pane, who accompanied Columbus on his second 
voyage, has been confused with tobacco. It was used by the natives 
of Hispaniola, who inhaled it through the nostrils by means of a 
bifurcated tube. Snuff similarly inhaled was afterward~; found among 
several Indian tribes of South America. It proved to be a powder 
prepared from the seeds of a mimosa like tree, Piptadenia peregrina, 
to be described below." 

Loven (1935, also in the edition of I924) took up Safford's ·new 
theory, according to Loven presented "in the most decided manner", 
namely that the Taino Indians did not use tobacco snuff but 
Piptadenia snuff. Loven examined Safford's sources even etymo
logically but was not convinced. He was instead "of the considered 
opinion that the Haitan word cahoba designates a tobacco-snuff" 
(Loven, 1935, p. 387). He quotes Las Casas in Apologerica Histo
ria: "Tenian hechos ciertos polvos de ciertas yerbas y bien molidas, 
de color de canela 0 de alhena molida; en fin eran de color leonada", 
as well as Oviedo's statement that it was a plant: "Esta hierva tenian 
10s indios por causa muy presiada, y la criaban en sus huertas y 
labranzas", whereupon Loven (p. 392) summarizes: "It was, there
fore, a cultivated plant, that when well-dried and ground pro
duced a brown snuff-powder which probably became somewhat 
lighter in colour through blending with salt and lime. All this points 
to tobacco-snuff. The piptadenia powder was made from the seeds, 
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not from the leaves; it was a mimosacee, that is a shrub and not 
a plant. It is not brown but gray." 

In his important review of Loven's work in its first German ver
sion (Loven, 1924), Friederici (1925) took up the viewpoints of 
both authors and mentioned to begin with that Safford was by no 
means the first to assume that the Island Arowak smoked a powder 
of Piptadenia instead of tobacco. "Die Ansicht selbst ist ja nicht 
neu: E. B. Taylor ("Prim. Culture", 1913, Il, 416) und M. Colmeiro 
("Prim. Notic.", Madrid, 1892, p. IS-I]) haben mit hinreichender 
Deutlichkeit darauf hingewiesen. Aber nach Safford's Ausfiihrungen 
hat diese Ansicht, wie es scheint, so allgemeine Annahme gefunden, 
dass die Mexikanisten auch fi.ir die Azteken-Kultur jetzt mit der 
Piptadenia rechnen ("El Mexico Antiguo", I, 155-156, Mexico, 
19 19)." 1 

Taylor (1913, Il, p. 416-417) has a rather detailed account with 
a quotation from Ramon Pane on cohoba and information on curupa 
powder from the Omagua on the Amazons, "which they snuff into 
their nostrils with a V-shaped reed". He gives the sources of curupa, 
parica, niopo, etc. as "seeds of Mimosa acacioides, Acacia niopo" 
(p. 416). In the rich but scattered ethnographic literature on parica 
snuffing it is not so remarkable that an early account like that by 
Taylor (who also knew about the Mexican ololiuqui drug) could 
be missed by the modern specialists in the field of narcotic snuffs, 
and it is no doubt therefore that e. g. Fish and Homing (1956, 
p. 33) write: "It was not until 1916 that a botanist, W. E. Safford, 

I. Friederici, however, here misunderstands the author in El Mexico Antigua 
who expresses himself very cautiously and only speaks of the possibility of a 
"tabaco de otra clase", "a semejanza de la cohoba". Because of the difficulty for 
most readers in getting hold of Reko's work on the botanical names of the Aztec 
his text (referred to by Friederici) is quoted here: "Tlapacoy '" tlapaco-yetl 
(tlapa-co, 10 que se lava, yeti, tabaco: tabaco que se lava). Nombre in teresan
tisimo en el estudio de 10s diversos nombres de tabaco, pues indica que fuera del 
tabaco que se lava para su fermentacion (Nicotiana mexicana, rustica y tal vez 
otra especie. Nicotiana tabacum es una especie introducida), hubo un tabaco de 
otra clase, muy probablemente un tabaco rape, a semejanza de la "cohoba" 
(Cuba?) de las Antillas (Piptadenia peregrina), cuyas semillas intoxicantes, 
molidas a polvo, fueron inhaladas por la nariz por medio de un canuto. Esta 
clase de tabaco y la costumbre de su uso, que todavia subsiste en Haiti, tenian 
seguramente una propagacion muy extensa en todo el Continente. Puede ser que 
en Mexico usaran otras semillas intoxicantes, por 10 menos, el nombre del tabaco 
"mije" (mi- xitl, muchos tuberculos) sugiere mucho una legumbre en forma de 
collar, como la de Sophora, cuyas semillas, efectivamente, son intoxicantes." 
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produced evidence that the various snuffs had a common plant 
source, the seeds of species of Piptadenia," One might! also mention 
that Uhle earlier than Safford connected the use of Piptadenia 
powder in South America with the parica-curupa, cohobba-yopo. 
"Este se fabricaba de las semillas secas y pulverizada:; de un arbol 
de la clase de las leguminosas, la "Piptadenia peregrina". El nombre 
dado por Martius, Mimosa acacioides, significa la misn1a planta s610 
con terminos mas antiguos" (Uhle, 1915, p. II8). Also Hartwich 
(191 I) who has treated parica snuffing and the information from 
the West Indies on cohoba, was a little doubtful as to the question 
whether it was really tobacco which was used there: "!ch gl;:.ube 
nun, dass das nicht richtig ist, sondern das wir mindestens in ,den 
(iltesten Nachrichten sicher einen Gebrauch haben, der mit dem 
Paricaschnupfen in Sudamerika ganz nahe verwandt ist" (op.cit., 
p. 244). He believed, however, that it was not Piptadenia in the 
West Indies but instead another plant: "Das es sich auf Haiti ' zu
nachst urn Tabak handelt, ist mir ganz sicher" (op. cit., p. 244). 

After examining the terminology Friederici summarizes as follows 
(1925, p. 40): "Es ist also weder Piptadenia, wie es Safford will, 
noch Tabak, wie Loven, aIls aIleiniger und sicher festgestellter 
Schnupfstoff fUr das cohoba-Verfahren auf Haiti nachgewiesen. 
Aber es hat sich eine gewisse Zweiteilung herausgestellt: hier Tainos 
mit cahoba = curupa und wahrscheinlich Tabak, dort Macoriges 
de abajo mit cogioba = nopa und Piptadenia, wie es scheint .;' In 
his Handbook of 1947 Friederici gives the same opinion (p. 198) 
and emphasizes that from the information given in the early SOllrces 
one can not determine with certainty what kind of materia]: the 
natives of Haiti snuffed in the tubes under the name of cohoba, 
whether it was tobacco or powder from Piptadenia. 

The Spanish Americanist Perez de Barradas (195?r p. 182-191) 
has recently returned to these questions and tak~s up cohoba and 
tobacco. He says on page 183: "las noticias de los cronistas s~)bre 

la cohoba se confunden en muchas ocasiones con las que dan sobre 
el uso del tabaco, 10 cual es comprensible, puesto que la forma y 
los fines de su uso eran muy similares". He also quotes Ramon 
Pane's description from Hispaniola that "cierto polvo llamado co
hoba" was used purgatively by both medicine men and patients. 
In Edward Gaylors Bourne's translation this section runs thus: 
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"The physician is obliged to abstain from food like the sick man 
himself and to play the part of sick man which is done in this way 
which you will now hear. He must needs purge himself like the 
sick man and to purge himself he takes a certain powder calied 
cohoba snuffing it up his nose which intoxicates them so that they 
do not know what they do and in this condition they speak many 
things incoherently in which they say they are talking with the cemis 
and that by them they are informed how the sickness came upon 
him" (Bourne, 1906, p. 20). 

Bourne considered cohoba to be tobacco. 
Perez de Barradas quotes further (p. 184) the statements in 

Ferdinand Colon about "una cana de dos ramas que se meten en 
la nariz aspiran este polvo", also Las Casas (already mentioned by 
Loven, see above) and also L6pez de G6mara who concerning His
paniola says that it was humo (i. e. smoke) of "una hierba lIamada 
cohoba" which was inhaled through the nose and "con ello salen 
de seso y se les representan mil visiones. Acabada la furia y virtud ') , 
de la hierba vuelven en si." 

According to Perez de Barradas what Oviedo relates about el 
tabaco from Hispaniola is actually cohoba. The Y -shaped tubes are 
mentioned and the fact that it was leaves of the plant which were 
burned (which does not agree with the idea that in the case of 
Piptadenia it is the seeds which were used, see above). Oviedo 
describes the effect as follows: "e tomando el aliento y humo para 
si una, dos, tres 0 mas veces, cuando 10 podian porfial', hasta que 
quedaban sin sentido grande espacio, tendidos en tierra, beodos 0 

adonnecidos de un grave y muy pesado sueno". Oviedo's statement 
that it was a tube-shaped instrument which was called tabaco is 
interesting, as he also adds that it was not "la hierba 0 sueno que 
les toma, como pensaban algunos". This has of course been taken 
up earlier, among others by Friederici who in 1947 (p. 577) points 

out that according to Las Casas, who was a better linguist than 

Oviedo, the word tabaco was originally the term for "Zigarette oder 

Zigarillo mit Tabaksinhalt". Friederici considers that the general 

acceptance of Oviedo's idea comes from the fact that the use of 

tobacco often was similar to the custom of snuffing Piptadel1ia pow

der. The word tabaco is therefore "originally name of a kind of 

cigarillo stuffed with tobacco, later of the tobacco-leaves themselves" 
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(Op. cit., p. 577). In modern Spanish and Portuguese tek ts it appears 
that this word is used for powder even if it is not p:repared from 
tobacco leaves. A typical text is for example that in Shrano (1941, 
p. 252) translated from the Brazilian Ferreira: "reducen a polvo 
finisimo los frutos del arbol parica despues de torrados. El constituye 
su mas estimado tabaco." This confuses the descriptions. 

Perez de Barradas quotes regarding Piptadenia som~ terms w~ich 
have not been given here earlier, i. e. hatax and jataj !(not inclJded 
by Friederici). "En el castellano se la llama frecuent~mente c~vil" 
(Perez de Barradas, I957, p. 186). Friederici (1947, V. 564), how
ever, considers the word sebil, cebil, cevil to have a p robable origin 
in an Indian language in W Argentina ("wie es scheint aus einer 
Indianer-Sprache West-Argentiniens"). He gives a quotation from 
I 583 in the Relaciones Geogrdiicas referring to the Tucuman 
province and e. g. the Comechingones: "Toman por las narices el 
sebil, ques una fruta como vilca; hacenla polvos y b€:benla por las 
narices." This seems to refer to Sotelo Narvaez' testimony from 
"Ias sierras de C6rdoba". We have also Lozano's statement about 
the Lule Indians in Tucuman. 

Perez de Barradas considers the use of Piptadenia in South 

America as very old, as such "placas" made of algarrobo wood as 

are found in Chiu-chiu are found as early as in the Tiahuanaco 

culture "de hueso y de piedra". According to the same au'thor 

information from the colonial period is very sparse. He quotes 

P. Gumilla's description of the Indians along the Orinoco from 1745 

on yupa powder, which is supposed to have made them very ;vio

lent, which according to Gumilla can be explained by the mixture 

with calcium. The calcium was obtained by burning shells ,and 

mixing the product with yupa, in like proportions, from which 

"resulta un mixto de una fortaleza diab6lica, tanto que tomando 

con la punta del dedo dichos polvos, y que ya por el uso no le hace 

harmonia, con s610 acercar la nariz, sin tocarla, el dedo que toc6 

la "yupa" se desata en tal en un torbellino de estornudos". This 

description seems to be very exaggerated even aside from the fact 

that calcium in itself can not give such an effect. 


Ferez de Barradas concludes his account of Piptade~fa ",Jf~r~&a.. 

with some quotations from Colombia where both snu~fing and reciii} 

use are found. According to Wavrin the Indians say ) hat QY ta~ing
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yopo they can better withstand exhaustion (this is generally true 
of coca); to have visions the dose must be increased. The Tunebo 
along the upper Arauca according to Henri Rochereaux use a pow
der presumably Piptadenia peregrina, its characteristics according 
to sources quoted by Perez de Barradas in this case (op. cit., p. 191) 
are both medicinal and for soothsaying. 

We now return to the remaining words for Piptadenia given by 
Friederici, that is those not already treated in this paper: 

Curupd, curupa, curuba, guruba, guruppa, curupay, all for Pip
tadel1ia peregrina. According to Friederici (I947, p. 229) these 
words belong to the Guarani and Tupi languages, and to Lingua 
geral, but through the mission have also spread to other tribes. 
According to a quotation by Friederici from P. Breyer concerning 
the Omagua Indians (1699) the curupa powder was snuffed as 
tobacco snuff but with the difference "dass sie davon rauschig, 
frisch und stark werden". According to La Condamine's information 
about the same tribe the Indians would get "visions fort etranges" 
from curupa (1743). Granier-Doyeux gives still another term, 
Iwrupayara. 

Huillca, villca (Friederici, 1947, p. 320), a species closely related 
to Piptadenia peregrina (see above), "a tree the fruits of which 
possess medicinal, especially purgative properties". Friederici con
nects the word with the Quichua word for holy, "ein medizinisches 
Mittel, dessen Wirkung bei ihren schamanistischen Kuren durch 
die Priesterschaft, deren oberste Klasse villca hiess, in Anwendung 
gebracht wurde". 

Nopa, J1opa, l1iopa, niopo, yopa, yopo, yupa, jopa (Friederici, 
1947, p. 452), from the Arowak languages on the mainland. Several 
quotations are given where a clear distinction is made between yopa 
and tobacco. The divining properties of yopa are clear. 

We have already mentioned how mistakes regarding the usage 
of Piptadenia and tobacco have occurred through the fact that the 
powders and paraphernalia are similar. As an example we can men
tion fig. 184 in Cooper (1949, p . 532) who shows forked-shaped 
tobacco snuffing tubes from the Puno, Eastern Peru (after W . C. 
Farabee). Regarding Piptadenia snuff, Cooper gives a short account 
on pages 536-538 in the same work, from which one can on the 
map p . 537 notice his uncertainty on the West Indies which are 
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marked with a question mark for Hispaniola. The spread in Sputh 
America is otherwise dominantly western with a blflge into NW 
Amazonas, and in general only "islands" of distribution in the low
lands. The appearance in NW Argentina is isolated. 

Here we can mention that according to an informcrtion from Fr. 
Alcionilio BrLizzi (letter from S. Paulo, Jan. 20, 1962) who ' has 
collected important ethno-Iingvistic material from thl~ tribes along 
the Uaupes during work with the Salesians at their Re:search Center 
of Iauarete, the present day Indians of the Uaupes ar;ea do not use 
the parica. In his collection of records with texts in ~Tukano there 
is a song of the parica, but the recorder himself considers the parica 
snuff-songs as a remembrance of ancient customs, "or of another 
area where they lived in ancient days, or even it is a loan of another 
tribe, for instance the Muras of the Madeira River, or other tribe". 

To return to Cooper, he summarizes the distribution of a "potent 
snuff" "made from the seeds of wild or cultivated tree:; of the genus 
Piptadenia (P. peregrina, P. macrocarpa, P. colubrina) which has 
a "chief center of intensive use" as localized in "northwestern Sputh 
America - among most of the Chibchan-speaking and other tribes 
of the area extending from the Colombian Highland east across the 
Ilanos to the upper Orinoco and south to the Uaupes and Yapura" 
(op. cit ., p. 536). He finds that the tribal records "are probably 
very incomplete", also as has already been said that the identifica
tion of the snuff can be wrongly given. One source of the mistakes 
could be the topasayri in early Peru, mentioned by Cobo, another 
"from an unidentified tree bark among the Yecuana (Koch-G~·i.in

berg, 19I7-28, 3: 386). In Koch-Grunberg's information about the 
medium used by the Yecuana it is called hakudufha, "ein magisches 
Schnupfmittel, das nur vom Zauberarzt gebraucht wird". It is ob
tained from the bark of "a certain tree" (Koch-Gri.inberg does, not 
attempt to identify it) which is pounded and during boiling in water 
collects at the bottom of the vessel. The bark material is thereafter 
roasted over a low fire and is scraped to a fine powder which is 
blown time and again into the nostrils. Koch-GrLinberg is of the 
opinion that the medium has a definitely irritating effect, as ."der 
Zauberer stosst danach den Gesang besonders wild und gellend her
vor, indem er den Oberkorper heftig abwechselnd nach vornund 
nach hinten wirft" (op. cit., p. 386). The description seems in many 
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details to confirm what has been said earlier in this paper regarding 
the snuff powder observed by Seitz and Zerries among the Waika, 
and which through botanical specimens has been identified by Pro
fessor Eberhard Schmidt of Munich as Virola calophylla, Warb. 
(cf. p. 4). 

As the Yecuana of Koch-Grtinberg are the same as or belong to 
the Cariban-speaking Makiritare of the Ventuari group, it is inter
esting to find Koch-Grunberg's statement of the hakudufha powder 
confirmed by Dr. Helmuth Fuchs of Caracas who in the autumn 
of I g6 I was studying the Makiritare of the upper Ventuari (com
munication of Oct. 24, I g6 I). In a letter of March gth, I g62, this 
investigator has had the great kindness to present the following 
information regarding the narcotics of the Makiritare: 

"Die gemahlene Rinde der ai'yuku (Piptadenia peregrina?) (in 
der venezolanischen Umgangssprache als "Yopo" bezeichnet) wird 
in Pulverform a'ku:duwha genannt. Daneben soli noch die Frucht 
einer anderen Pflanze ebenfalls zu a'kll:duwha verarbeitet werden, 
die in der Vorstellung der Makiritare ebenfalls eine Piptadenia sein 
soIl. Es gabe also demnach zwei Pflanzen, die zur Verarbeitung zu 
Schnupfpulver verwendet werden: eine Breitblatterige (ai'yukll) 
deren Rinde zu a'ku:duwha vermahlt wird, und eine schmalblatte
rige (mir l.U1bekannte), deren Frucht vermahlt wird. Die zweite 
Pflanze soli nur in grosseren Hohen angetroffen werden, weshalb 
mir die Indianer leider keine Probe bringen konnten. Ich stimme 
Ihnen ZU, dass es den Anschein hat, als ob es sich bei den Bezeich
nungen ai'yuku und a'ku:duwha um generische Inhalte handelt." 

In I 96 I Dr. Fuchs also had the kindness to send a botanical 
sample fo the ingredients used by the Makiritare, namely a piece 
of bark and dry leaves from the same tree, which according to 
Professor E. Asplund (Stockholm) should be Piptadenia peregrina 
or another Piptadenia. This material obviously refers to the ai'yuku 
in the information quoted here. What the a'ku:duwha (or accord
ing to Koch-Grunberg haklldufha) really is we still do not know 
and one difference in the information should be noted as Koch
GrLinberg speaks of a bark of a certain tree, while Dr. Fuchs refers 
to the fruits of an unknown tree. 

In his account of Piptadenia snuff, Cooper also treats the various 
methods used and the possible mixtures. The dry seeds can be 
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pulverized and used without the addition of anything! else, as among 
the Otomac, but there can be a mixing "with quid~lime from cal
cinal snail shell and with cassava flour; among the Maue, ' with 
plant ashes and juice of the leaves of Cactllus sp.; among the upper 
Guapore tribes, with plant ashes and pulverized tobacco leaves", 
Also the addition of chicha is mentioned by him (after Polo de 
Ondegardo and Cobo from Peru). Besides the maDJ:ler of snuffing 
the powder from the "hard cakes", in which form the material is 
usually stored, by means of tubes of different form; and material, 
is mentioned that "a Piptadenia decoction was a1:>o used as an 
enema among the Catawishi and the Mura". Metraux (1948, p. 
452) gives as another example of this that the Caripuna "provoke 
a state of trance by taking parica (Piptadenia sp.) in the form of 
clysters which they administer to each other with rubber sy~inges 
provided with a bone tube". 

The powder was taken for different purposes (see examples in 
Cooper, p. 538). "When this snuff is inhaled or blown in strongly, 
as is the more common practice, a temporary mild or deep intoxi
cation results, and sometimes a condition described as fury or mad
ness. Trance, too, may be superinduced, especially among shamans, 
with visions and spirit visitations" (Cooper, 1949, p , 538). 

4, CONSIDERATIONS 

The above has largely been merely excerpts from the ethnographi

cal literature on South America in order to give a background of 

what could be called the parica problem. How this appears from 

a modern pharmacological point of view is seen in the purely phar

macological part of this paper. To begin with even we can fully 

agree with what Turner and Merlis (1959, p. 128) say: "the litera

ture on Piptadenia and its use is very extensive, but generally either 

confused or repetitious". The descriptions of the symptoms are few 

or stereotype, and on the basis of the examples given here it would 

be impossible to classify medically satisfactorally such vague expres

sions as "estupefaciente" causing "borracheras", "tomb at sans ' con

naissance", "para e~n~o;,racharse", "~;o,?~s 0 ad~rmecid:os*,~l1YlX~, 

y muy pes ado sueno, potent snuff, em maglsches ~I~pfmffi@'/; 
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even though it does not give sufficient medical information. Paul 
Le Cointe gives the following picture of the symptoms effected by 
the niop6 powder: "0 po soprado nas ventas produz uma excita<;ao 
muito grande, loquacidade, cantos, gritos, saltos" (quotation from 
"A Amaz6nia Brasileira", HI, Arvores e Plantas Uteis, Indigenas e 

Aclimitadas", p. 360-361, Manaus, 1934, in Camara Cascudo, I954, 
p. 473, article Paricd). This picture seems to be taken directly from 
Martius (cf. p. :w). 

Not least the information given by Bruzzi about a disappearing 
usage of the paricd in NW Brazil indicates that it would be most 
valuable if we could obtain careful observations and descriptions 
of the ingredients, doses and symptoms, etc. before it is too late, 
still more so in view of the negative results which Turner and Merlis 
have published and which in their summary (I959, p. 128) are 
given as follows: "Snuff prepared from seeds of Piptadenia pere
grina, of Puerto Rico, has not been found capable of producing the' 
intoxication attributed to it by natives or by explorers, who have 
described the use of these seeds under the names cohoba, parica, 
yopo and niopo." How this can be explained comes under the phar
macological part of this work, but even there we are met by the 
insufficiency of the descriptions with statements about possible ad
mixtures such as "plant ash", "leaves of Coculus", "plant ash and 
tobacco leaves", "brown seeds", etc . The warning words by Turner 
and Merlis (p. 128) "as to what other constituents produce the 
intoxication, we must be cautious", are fully in place. Not even such 
a well known expert on exotic poisons as L. Lewin (I927) has a 
particular opinion of the pharmacological action of parica. Accord
ing to him the irritation of the nasal mucosa would be the ultimate 
purpose of the habit (Le win, I927, p. 415). 

In general one must therefore say that the purely ethnographical 
observations of the snuffing practices are too few and vague, and 
this is true especially of the mixtures. A description like that given 
by Nimuendaju (I952, p. 79) from the Tukuna regarding their 
ceremonial taking of tobacco snuff, where it is clearly stated that 
"the principal ingredient is a powder of toasted tobacco", the other 
ingredients are given and it is definitely said that "paricd (Piptadenia 
peregrina, Benth.) does not enter into its composition" is rare in 
the literature from South America . 
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Unfortunately not before the manuscript of this alfticle was com
pleted have we learned of a thesis worked out by Dl!. Siri von Reis, 
Cambridge, Mass., treating among other things Piptu!denia. Dr. von 
Reis who is a botanist says in a letter of January 23, 1962, that her 
work which also takes up the use of Piptadenia derived stimulants 
among the Indians of South America and the West Indies, will not 
be published before another year. Unfortunately if! this article it 
has not been possible to consider her results. 

II 

1. INDOLE DERIVATIVES 

The most reliable chemical investigations so far nave ideritified 
the following alkaloid constituents in both Piptadenia seeds and the 
prepared snuff powder, 5-hydroxy-3- (2-dimethylaminoethyl) indole) 
(bufotenine), N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT), their respective 
nitrogen oxides, and a still unidentified indole (S1romberg I954, 

Fish, M. S. and Homing, E. C. I956). 

The occurrence of tryptamine derivatives closely related to 5
hydroxytryptamine, serotonin, is of great interest. As is well kilOwn, 
the latter compound is a much studied brain amine. It should be 
pointed out, however, that so far no tryptamine derivatives sub
stituted anywhere but in the 5-position have been identifi~d in 
paricd. 

Disturbances in indole metabolism have frequently been proposed 
as causes of schizophrenia. The proof for this has largely been based 
on measurements of metabolites in the urine, many of which have 
not been adequately identified and the theory still remains an open 
question (Sprince, H. I96I and Brune, G. G. and Pscheidt, G. R. 
I96I ) . 

Until a few years ago truly psychotomimetic indole derivatives 
were thought to be substituted only in the 4-Position. LSD is the 
most well-known of these substances, but there is by now also well 
documented evidence for the action of psilocybin (Rummele and 
Gnirss I96I and Hollister I96I). With few exceptions no psycho
tomimetic action has been ascribed to the derivatives substituted 
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in the 5-Position. On the other hand, indole derivatives without any 
hydroxyl group were shown to have the ability to induce abnormal 
mental states (Boszormenyi and Szara 1958) (For further refer
ences see: Szara 1961). It now seems to be beyond discussion, that 
indole derivatives without hydroxyl groups can cause psychoto
mimetic effects in man. This concerns both dimethyltryptamine 
(DMT) , diethyltryptamine (DET) and similar amines, substituted 
in the a position . According to Szara the central action of DMT 
and DET is closely related to the occurrence of in vivo hydroxyla
tion in the 6-position . 

In animal experiments the individual variation in threshold doses 
of DET is very closely related to the individual variation in the 
rate of 6-hydroxylation of the drug (Szara and Hearst 1961). The 
same authors suspected that the same metabolic factor, the rate of 
6-hydroxylation, is responsible for the individual differences in the 
intensity of the psychological reactions to DET in man. Therefore, 
they investigated the correlations between the intensity of the 
psychological reaction to this drug and the metabolism, especially 
6-hydroxylation. The experiments in man have the same general 
trend (Szara and Rockland 1961). Ways of enzymic formation of 
psychotomimetic metabolites in vivo from normally occurring com
pounds have also been pointed out by Axelrod (Axelrod 1961 and 
Friedhoff and Goldstein 1961). 

2. 	 EVIDE NC E FOR PS Y CHOTOMIMETIC A CTION Of 


ALKALOIDS CONTAI N ED IN P A RI C A 


Unfortunately, the experimental evidence for the psychotomimetic 
action of parica and bufotenine, its main constituent, is very meager. 
Concerning bufotenine it is well known to occur in various indige
nous pharmaceutical preparations, such as Chan Su of the Japanese 
Pharmacopoea, and in the secreta from toads (Deulofeu 1948). Its 
pharmacology cannot be said to have been analyzed in detail at the 
time of writing. The occurrence of small amounts of bufotenine in 
Amanita mllscaria has led some people to believe, that this was the 
principle responsible for the vikings to go berserk (Fabing 1956). 
However, the twice proposed hypothesis that the berserks ate 
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psychotically active mushrooms is seriously doubted by some histo
rians (v. Hofsten 1960). 

The psychotomimetic principle of Amanita muscaria still remains • 
to be elucidated. It certainly cannot be due solely to bufotenine, 
since human experiments with the injection of this alkaloid have 
not delivered any unequivocal proof of its hallucinogenic proper
ties. Fabing (1956) administered bufotenine intravenously in in
creasing doses to volunteers and reported effects from the CNS at 
the highest dosage level. It seems that the observed phenomena can 
as well be interpreted as general signs of intoxication. However, 
neither Isbell (see Turner and Merlis 1961) nor Turner and Merlis 
themselves in their carefully conducted study could substantiate' the 
claim, that bufotenine injections had any effect on the central nerv
ous system, whereas the parent compound dimethyltryptamine 'has. 

Control experiments with various preparations of snuff have 
been carried out by two groups but have not been able to prove 
the capability of the used preparations to produce the intoxicption 
attributed to it by natives or explorers (Turner and Merlis 19(1). 
In a letter to the present writers Dr. Harris Isbell describes his 
experiments with the same compounds in the following way : 

We studied several forms of the material: untreated snuff, roasted 
snuff, limed and roasted snuff, fermented snuff, fermented . and 
limed snuff, fermented, limed and roasted snuff. Our subjects in
haled the snuff through straws. We obtained no reports that :any 
subjective effects after inhalation of this material in amounts ranging 
up to I gram, and we further were unable to obtain any evidence 
of objective effects on pupillary size, tendon reflexes, body tem
perature, respiration, blood pressure etc. after doses ranging up to 

I gram orally . , 
Inhalation of pure bufotenine in aerosol suspension, or oral in

gestion of bufotenine in doses running up to 100 mg (total dose) 
also were without effect. Bufotenine intra muscularly , ;in doses of 12 

to IS mg, did induce marked subjective effects. These inclttded 
anxiety, pseudo-hallucinations of colors, difficulty in breathing, ab
dominal cramps etc. Simultaneously we observed a sharp rise in 
blood pressure and marked cyanosis over the upper half of the 
body. Electrocardiography showed a development of sino-auricular 
block with a wandering pacemaker and nodal rhythms. These ~ car-
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diovascular effects induced by bufotenine, of course, prevented us 
from carrying the dose any higher . Fortunately, the effects were 
transient, lasting less than thirty minlltes. 

3. CON SIDERA TI ON S 

What then is the reason for the discrepancy between the results 
of these carefully conducted clinical experiments and the alleged 
narcotic action as evidenced by Indians and explorers? The following 
general considerations seem to be relevant. 

The Indians use the snuff powder for prolonged periods. Inter
mittant snuffing during 8-10 hours may produce other results than 
in the clinical experiments, where most of the administered snuff 
seems to be lost due to vehement sneezing. In this connection one 
may inquire, why the preparations from the seeds are mostly taken 
as a snuff, although other ways of administration have also been 
used (see above). Anatomical reasons have been proposed for the 
action of certain drugs, such as cocaine, through the nasal mucosa. 
The following veins communicate directly with the cranial cavity, 
the concomitant veins of arteriae ethmoidales and a vein which 
accompanies a ramification of anterior ethmoidal artery. The last 
one is an important connection between the nose and the cranial 
cavity. The vein accompanies the artery through the ethmoid ale 
plate and makes connection within the cranial cavity either with 
the network of veins of Tractus olfactorills or directly with a bigger 
vein in the orbital lobe. 

All the vessels mentioned are accompanied by lymph vessels, and 
it is conceivable that drugs can act directly on the brain without 
having to be transported through the general circulation. Experi
mental proofs for this are, however, lacking and it remains largely 
a conjecture. 

Another point worth bearing in mind is the following. The pro
longed administration of successive doses of parica or related snuffs 
will give the body sufficient time to transform the administered 
alkaloids into active compounds, maybe 6-hydroxytryptamines as 
discussed above. It is also conceivable, but entirely unproved, that 
there may exist a racial difference in the rate of which the trypt
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amine derivatives are endogeneously metabolized tol psychotomi
metically active compounds. 

A mixed intoxication will also have to be conside'red. The ex
plorers tell us, that alcoholic beverages are sometirrles consumed 
during the snuffing ceremonies. Also, the admixture of other ingre
dients to the typical parica powder has been describ(~d. The reve
lation of a hitherto unknown kind of snuff by Zerr~es and Seitz 
has largely prompted the present review. Neither in tl~e description 
of its manufacture nor in the investigation performed: does it bear 
any resemblance to the classical paricd. 

At the time of writing the analysis of the powder: obtained by 
Seitz has brought to light two tryptamine derivatives. The data from 
paper chromatography and fluorescence spectrophotometry clearly 
indicate, that one of these is dimethyltryptamine~ The other com
pound is a tryptamine derivative substituted in s-position. It is not 
identical with bufotenine or serotonin. All availble evidence sofar 
points to, that this other compound is a s-substituted tryptamine 
(Holmstedt I963) . 

The inability to correlate· at the present stage the chemical and 
pharmacological experiments with the effects experienced by the 
Indians has induced some people to think, that the phenomenon is 
entirely emotional. It is well known in connection with compounds 
like mescaline, LSD and psilocybin, that the personality of the sub
ject as well as circumstances during the administration influence 
the result. However, to attribute the widespread use of piptadenia 
and similar snuffs only to emotional or external circumstances seems 
extremely unlikely. 

It is the firm belief of the writers, that paricd is pharmacologically 
active, even though its subtle pharmacodynamics still have to be 
elucidated. The difficulties to state explicitly the psychic phe
nomena experienced by the use of drugs, whether h2lbitforming or 
not, are apparent. To take an example: The active principles and 
the general pharmacology of both parica and tobacco are known. 
Still it is difficult to give reasons for the widespread use of. the 
latter compound except in such vague terms as that people eXJ2eri
ence "a feeling of pleasure, relaxation or stimulance". Similar but 
as yet inexplicable reasons may account for the use of parica : and 
related compounds in large areas of South- and Central America. 
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